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 PEIRCE: On the Algebra of Logic. 197

 and as far as possible the S's should be carried to the left of the H's. We have

 2ri i xij =~ 2IIjI xij

 and also 4 Hix wy = 24 Xi Yi
 But this formula does not hold when the i and j are not separated. We do have,

 however, 24 rI, Xi, -< lli 2j Xii -
 It will, therefore, be well to begin by putting the 2's to the left, as far as possible,
 because at a later stage of the work they can be carried to tlhe right but not to
 the left. For example, if the operators of the two premises are H1 1j11k and

 2;JIY2z, we can unite them in either of the two orders

 2; ri 2Xj iy 2z rlk

 and shall usually oltain different conclusions accordingly. There will often be
 room for skill in choosing the most suitable arrangement.

 3d. It is next sometimes desirable to manipulate the Boolian part of the

 expression, and the letters to be eliminated can, if desired, be eliminated now.
 For this purpose they are replaced by relations of second intention, such as
 "other than," etc. If, for example, we find anywhere in the expression

 avk I
 this may evidently be replaceable by

 (nix + njy + nkz)
 where, as usual, n means not or other than. This third step of the process is
 frequently quite indispensable, and embraces a variety of processes; but in ordi-
 nary cases it may be altogether dispensed with.

 4th. The next step, which will also not comnmonly be needed, consists in
 making the indices refer to the same collections of objects, so far as this is useful.

 If the quantifying part, or Quantifier, contains 2,, and we wish to replace the x
 by a new index i, not already in the Quanitifier, and such that every x is an ,
 we can do so at once by simply multiplying every letter of the Boolian having

 x as an index by xi. Thus, if we have " some woman is an angel " written in
 the form :Ewa<, we may replace this by E (aiwi). It will be more often useful to
 replace the index of a H by a wider one; and this will be done by adding -i to
 every letter having x as an index. Thus, if we have " all dogs are animals, and
 all animals are vertebrates " written thuis

 Hdkzd HlaVa;
 VoL. VII.
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 198 PEIRCE: On the Algebra of Logic.

 where a and a alike mean animal, it will be found convenient to replace the last

 ilndex by i, standing for any object, and to write the proposition

 11, (ui + Vi) -
 5th. The next step consists in multiplying the whole Boolian part, by the

 modification of itself produced by suibstituting for the index of any II any other

 index standing to the left of it in the Quantifier. Thus, for

 we can write 2iITij lii. l
 6th. The next step consists in the re-manipulation of the Boolian part, con-

 sisting, I st, in adding to any part any term we like; 2d, in dropping from any

 part any factor we like, and 3d, in observing that

 xx f, x+x=7 v,

 so that x.TY+z=z (x+ x+y)z=z.

 7th. 17's and 2's in the Quantifier whose indices no longer appear in the

 Boolian are dropped.

 The fifth step will, in practice, be comnbined with part of the sixth and sevenlth.

 Thus, from E2IHjliJ we shall at once proceed to Eilii if we like.
 The following exainples will be sufficient.

 From the premises i ai bi and fLj (bj + Cj), elimninate b. We first write

 2i flj ai bi (bj + c>).
 The distributive process gives

 Esi Hj as (bi bj + bi CJ) .

 But we always have a right to drop a factor or insert an additive term. We thus

 get i Ilj ai (b i j + cj) .
 By the third process, we can, if we like, insert nij for bib>. In either case, we
 identify j with i and get the conclusion

 2Ei ai c .

 Givenl the premises Xh1i jlk(ahik + Sik lji)
 2Eu'Nv lxHy (Euyx + 7y bvx) .

 Required to eliminate s. The combined premise is

 ;u 24 h Ii 2j rl xk y (ahjk + jk uyx + Syv bv).

 Identify k with v and y with j, and we get

 - v Ih 1i -j rx (ahiv + sj9v iii)(6Cp + 7jv bvX)

 The Boolian part then reduces, so that the conclusion is

 fv Xh li Ej H (ahiv Eujx + ahiv blx + c Ij)x
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 PEIRCE: On the Algebra of Logic. 199

 IV.-Second-intentional Logic.

 Let us now consider the logic of terms taken in collective senses. Our

 notation, so far as we have developed it, does not show us even how to express

 that two indices, i and j, denote one and the same thing. We may adopt a

 special token of second intention, say 1, to express identity, and may write lij.
 But this relation of identity has peculiar properties. The first is that if i and j

 are idenltical, whatever is true of i is true of j. This may be written

 HiI l{ij7 + Xi + Xi}.
 The use of the general index of a token, x, here, shows that the formula is

 iconical. The other property is that if everything which is true of i is true of j,

 then i and j are identical. This is rnost naturally written as follows: Let the
 token, q, signify the relation of a quality, character, fact, or predicate to its

 subject. Then the property we desire to express is

 1li lj lk ( 1 ij + qki qkj) -

 And ideiitity is defined thus 1i J Hk(qkiqkj + qkikj)-
 That is, to say that things are identical is to say that every predicate is true of

 both or false of both. It may seem circuitous to introduce the idea of a quality

 to express identity; but that impression will be modified by reflecting that qkiqjk
 merely means that i and j are both within the class or collection k. If we
 please, we can dispense with the tokenl q, by using the index of a token and by
 referring to this in the Quantifier just as subjacent indices are referred to. That

 is to say, we may write xi = LE(xsxj + x.
 The properties of the token q must now be examined. These may all be

 summed up in this, that taking any individuals il, i2, i,, etc., and any individuals,
 jl, j2, j3, etc., there is a collection, class, or predicate embracing all the i's and
 excluding all the j's except such as are identical with some one of the i's. This
 might be written

 (Hia Ha)(ll, l1j) Xk (7ki,',) ll qk (qkj + qli'a qlj + a
 where the i's and the i"s are the same lot of objects. This notation presents

 indices of indices. The IlaIi shows that we are to take any collection whatever
 of i's, and then any i of that collection. We are then to do the same with the

 j's. We can theni find a quality k such that the i taken has it, and also such that
 the j taken wants it unless we can find an i that is identical with the j taken.
 The necessity of some kind of notation of this description in treating of classes

 collectively appears from this consideration: that in such discourse we are neither
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 200 PEIRCE: On the Algebra of Logic.

 speaking of a single individual (as in the non-relative logic) nor of a small num-

 ber of individuals considered each for itself, but of a whole class, perhaps an

 infinity of individuals. This suggests a relative term with an indefinite series of

 indices as Xikl.... Such a relative will, however, in most, if not in all cases, be
 of a degenerate kind and is consequently expressible as above. But it seems

 preferable to attempt a partial decomposition of this definition. In the first

 place, any individual may be considered as a class. This is written

 ZIi 7k Hj qki (qkj + li)-

 This is the ninth icon. Next, given any class, there is another which includes all

 the former excludes and excludes all the former includes. That is,

 I Ek Ili (qli qki + 71i qki)-
 This is the tenth icon. Next, given any two classes, there is a third which includes

 all that either includes and excludes all that both exclude. That is

 [11 llm k IHi (qji qki + qmi qki + qli qmi qki) .

 This is the eleventh icon. Next, given any two classes, there is a class which

 includes the whole of the first and any one individual of the second which there

 may be not included in the first and nothing else. That is,

 rlltlmIIm kH a qli + qmi + qki (qkj + 1j)}
 This is the twelfth icon.

 To show the manner in which these formuloe are applied let us suppose we.

 have given that everything is either true of i or false of j. We write

 Hk (qki + qkj) .

 The tenth icon gives llz 9k (!Di7ki + li9qki)(q7j qkj + qU!7kj)
 Multiplication of these two formulke give

 1- Xk (qki qli + qlj qkj)t

 or, dropping the terms in k Ti4(1i + qu).
 Multiplying this with the original datum and identifying 1 with k, we have

 Ik (qki Av + qki qkj)

 No doubt, a much more direct method of procedure could be found.
 Just as q signifies the relation of predicate to subject, so we need another

 token, which may be written r, to signify the conjoint relation of a simple rela-

 tion, its relate and its correlate. That is, rjai is to mean that i is in the relation

 a to j. Of course, there will be a series of properties of r similar to those of q.
 But it is singular that the uses of the two tokens are quite different. Namely,
 the chief use of r is to enable us to express that the number of one class is at

 least as great as that of another. This may be done in a variety of different
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 PEIRCE: On the Algebra of Logic. 201

 ways. Thus, we may write that for every a there is a b, in the first place, thus:

 Ili ?j Ih; a + bjrj.i Qjah + ah + 1ih) .
 But, by an icon analogous to the eleventh, we have

 HIai3 Y flyt (r1v avuyv + ruvrUyV + 7uav 7ufv ) -
 From this, by means of an icon analogous to the tenth, we get the general for-

 mula Hla 1b3 Ey 11u 1 I Tuav rtuv ru1yv + 7uyv (Fuav + 7uv) }*

 For ru1v substitute au and multiply by the formula the last but two. Then, iden-
 tifying u with h and v with j, we have

 '5ni7 {f + bj jia(i jah + Iih)j
 a somewhat simpler expression. However, the best way to express such a pro-

 position is to make use of the letter c as a token of a one-to-one correspondenlce.

 That is to say, c will be defined by the three formula,

 HalluIIV[wl(l a + Tuav + i;uaW + ivw>)
 Hla riulv l w (Ca + 7uaw + rTVaw + iuv)

 naSu24vXuw(Ca + uatuaW T,V? + ruawrvaw luv)

 Making use of this token, we may write the proposition we have been considering

 in the form "aIli Xj Ca(ai + (j., OI
 In an appendix to his memoir on the logic of relatives, DeMorgan enriched

 the science of logic with a new kind of inference, the syllogism of transposed

 quantity. DeMorgan was one of the best logicians that ever lived and unques-

 tioniably the father of the logic of relatives. Owing, however, to the imperfection

 of his theory of relatives, the new form, as he enunciated it, was a down-right

 paralogism, one of the premises being omitted. But this being supplied, the form

 furnishes a good test of the efficacy of a logical notation. The following is one

 of DeMorgan's examples:

 Some X is Y,

 For every X there is something neithe- rY nor Z

 Hence, something is neither X nor Z.

 The first premise is simply a Xa Ya
 The second may be written

 Xa liT j Ca (x/i + rjai jyji)-

 From these two premises, little can be inferred. To get the above conclusion it

 is necessary to add that the class of X's is a finite collection; were this not
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 202 PEIRCE: On the Algebra of Logic.

 necessary the following reasoning would hold good (the limited universe consisting

 of numbers); for it precisely conforms to DeMorgan's scheme.

 Some odd number is prime;

 Every odd number has its square, which is neither prime nor even;

 Hence, some number is neither odd lnor even.*

 Now, to say that a lot of objects is finite, is the same as to say that if we

 pass through the class from one to another we shall necessarily come round to

 one of those individuals already passed; that is, if every olne of the lot is in any

 one-to-one relation to one of the lot, then to every one of the lot some one is

 in this same relation. This is written thus:

 tIaW4UE VX8 rt c + x? + xV rU + X8 (St + rtp8)E
 Uniting this with the two premises and the second clause of the definition of c,

 we have

 ;a ;a I U X Es rri i n t Hly I f H1g Xa ya C, (Z + rj7)
 A + Xu + Xv ruAv + Xs(X:t + 7tAs) (cy + reyg + rfyfW + le).

 We now substitute a for B and for y/, a for u and for e, j for t and for f, v for g.
 The factor in i is to be repeated, putting first s and then v for i. The Boolian

 part thus reduces to

 ( a + lajj) caxayaraavxvrjcjlaj + Ias jXs(v + navyj%j)(caav + jav + laj)v

 which, by the omission of factors, becomes

 YaYjlai + xjzi.

 Thus we have the conclusion 2^x Zj .
 It is plain that by a more iconical and less logically analytical notation this

 procedure miight be much abridged. How miniutely analytical the present system
 is, appears when we reflect that every substitution of indices of which nine were

 used in obtaining the last conclusion is a distinct act of inference. The annulling
 of (Ya% -iaj) makes ten inferential steps between the premises and conclusion of

 the syllogism of transposed quantity.

 * Another of DeMorgan's examples is this: " Suppose a person, on reviewing his purchases for the
 day, finds, by his counterchecks, that he has certainly drawn as many checks on his banker (and
 maybe more) as he has made purchases. But he knows that he paid some of his purchases in money,

 or otherwise than by checks. He infers then that he has drawn checks for something else except that

 day's purchases. He infers rightly enough.'" Suppose, however, that what happened was this: He

 bought something and drew a check for it; but instead of paying with the check, he paid cash. He then
 made another purchase for the same amount, and drew another check. Instead, however, of paying

 with that check, he paid with the one previously drawn. And thus he continued without cessation, or

 ad infinitum. Plainly the premises remain true, yet the conclusion is false.
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